Dr. S. Stuart Flanagan  
Box 276  
North, VA  23128  
(804) 725-7997  
(804) 725-5541  fax  
stuflanagan@aol.com

Dear Colleague,

We are pleased to offer the following materials for SY 19-20:

We have a complete set of assessments to measure the South Carolina College- and Career-Ready Standards in Mathematics and English for SY 17-18: 100% SC READY. We also have our PASS and EOCEP assessments for Science and Social Studies, covering grades K-8 and high school. Science covers the new standards. In each case the items are 100% aligned to the most current South Carolina Academic Standards. We have developed an item bank and simulation test to assist teachers as they prepare students for the 11th grade State-required ACT test. We have completed a set of Math ACT and Reading ACT assessments and will soon have Science completed. These materials are available on a CD to operate on your server or we have online capability through http://www.rosworks.com

There are two sets of offerings: Grade Level Pre-Post Tests and the Item Banks. Overall, we cover assessments for ELA, Math, Science, and Social Studies K-12 along with ACT to meet the needs required in the State’s SOUTH CAROLINA SUCCEEDS document. A copy can be found at: http://tinyurl.com/yby549yw. We have developed an analytical scoring procedure for TDAs.

Grade Level Pre-Post Tests measure the standards and academic growth for the grade/subject in question and is a Simulation of the State test matching the South Carolina blueprints. Each of the tests has a Classroom Matrix, providing an easy-to-use diagnostic tool that supports a diagnostic/remediation data-driven model for instruction. Each item is coded to a specific, individual standard. Each test and bank are in MS Word format documents, and thus can be fully modified. For Math we include Alg. 1 & 2, Geometry, Pre-Calculus, and Prob./Statistics. ELA includes SC READY 3 to 8 and EOCEP Eng. 1 with extended item types and TDAs; Eng. 2 will soon follow. We also have a way to make ACT standards in Math a part of the regular high school courses like Alg. 1, & 2, Geometry, etc. We offer an ACT simulation and matrix.

The Item Banks are comprehensive, with a wide range of items of suitable difficulty and rigor. The CD has software for making snapshot and benchmark tests. There is sufficient number of items for test construction. Moreover, items can be modified to generate additional items if needed, as each item is an MS Word format document including the EI items. We also have a Math item bank covering the ACT standards.

For more information, email Stuart Flanagan stuflanagan@aol.com or visit http://www.tfhs.net or call 804-725-7997. If you visit our website you can read our SUCCESS STORIES along with our User Guide and see samples, description and usage PowerPoint plus a video on implementation. Let us FedEx you a CD for review without charge; just click return and type CD. SY 19-20 will be better!

Best Wishes,

S. Stuart Flanagan  
Professor Emeritus, College of William and Mary